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A Discussion of the New ASA Definition for “Damaged Aircraft Diminution in Value”
K e i t h  M .  B r a n s k y ,  A S A ,  A R M - M T S

 
In 2018 a new definition for “Diminution in Value as it applies to damaged aircraft” was submitted to 
and approved by the ASA MTS Committee. This standard definition is now posted on the ASA website 
for easy reference or to cut & paste into the definitions section of an appraisal report. 

The New Definition is:
“Diminution in Value (as it applies to damaged aircraft): A form of economic obsolescence, 
external to the aircraft, that can be measured by the difference in value between an aircraft 
with damage history and an identical undamaged aircraft. It is a measure of lost value related 
to market perception, not airworthiness.”

While most of this definition will appear straightforward to the experienced aircraft appraiser, the new 
definition also classifies this diminution depreciation as a form of “economic obsolescence.” This 
article will explain the reasoning for this classification.

Depreciation Overview and Considerations
Aircraft damage Diminution in Value is a form of depreciation. The three causes of appraisal depreciation are: 
1. Physical deterioration
2. Functional obsolescence
3. Economic obsolescence (sometimes referred to as external obsolescence).

Which one of the three depreciation causes apply to a damaged aircraft (post-repair)? Consider the following:
1. Physical deterioration from wear & tear is not affected by aircraft damage and is not a negative consideration in the 

appraisal diminution analysis. Conversely, certain post-repair damaged aircraft may actually see a net increase in value 
if they re-enter service with certain damaged high-value time/life-limited components having been replaced with new or 
overhauled. For example, a net increase in value often occurs with helicopters after a properly repaired damage event 
when high-value components such as rotor blades, heads, and transmissions are replaced or overhauled. There are some 
interesting reasons for this, but none are germane to this discussion and will be addressed in a future article.

2. A damaged aircraft in a post-repair state does not suffer functional obsolescence. An aircraft with damage that has been 
properly repaired in an acceptable manner is equally functional as the same aircraft type fresh off the assembly line. 
Certificated aircraft (including repaired certificated aircraft) must conform to their original TCDS (Type Certificate Data 
Sheet) from the day they receive their original Airworthiness Certificate until the day they are retired from service.

3. Aircraft Diminution in Value resulting from damage history is a psychological diminution (i.e. market perception). This is a 
factor external to the aircraft.

4. Aircraft Diminution in Value resulting from damage history varies with the strength of the market for that particular type of 
aircraft on the effective date of the appraisal. This is a factor external to the aircraft.

Economic Obsolescence vs External Obsolescence
An online search of the term economic obsolescence reveals that it is often used interchangeably with the term external 
obsolescence by other organizations, jurisdictions, and source documents. However, the ASA does not have a recognized 
standard definition for external obsolescence. Therefore, based on the considerations listed above, the MTS Committee agreed 
that the best description for this depreciation is: a form of economic obsolescence, external to the aircraft. 
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Curing the Depreciation
No discussion of depreciation would be complete without addressing how it can be cured. In this case, just like the saying that 
“time heals all wounds,” time usually cures aircraft Diminution in Value resulting from damage history. With the passage of 
time, a damage repair becomes “seasoned” and the damage’s effect on value is usually mitigated. The longer that time elapses 
after a damage repair, the less impact it may have on value. Eventually with the passage of enough time, certain types of 
damage history may no longer have a material effect on value.

Conclusion
I hope this discussion has given the reader an understanding of the reasoning behind this particular aspect of the new 
definition as well as the knowledge to confidently explain it to a client or in the courtroom.

About the Author
Keith M. Bransky, ASA, ARM-MTS has been performing aircraft appraisals for the past 26 years. He is president of Jet Appraisal 
Corporation based in Atlanta, Georgia (www.AircraftAppraisal.com), specializing in the appraisal of business jets, turboprops, 
and helicopters. Keith is a FAA licensed aircraft mechanic and inspector (A&P IA) and an Airline Transport Pilot (ATP) with over 
25,000 flight hours. He can be reached by phone at (404) 921-3767 or email at keith@aircraftappraisal.com. 
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The MTS Journal is a publication of the International Machinery & Technical Specialties Committee of the American Society of 
Appraisers, the only multi-discipline testing/accrediting appraisal society in America. The MTS Journal is written both for the 
appraisers who value equipment on a regular basis, and for those others who may have a professional interest in the subject. 
These include attorneys, bankers, business brokers, estate planners, used equipment dealers, real property and business 
valuation appraisers. The MTS Committee is a nonprofit organization with a goal to standardize and educate all in our profession. 
Letters from readers are encouraged. Letters will be printed without editing, in the sequence received, subject only to space 
limitations.
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